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A new method to determine the monotonicity of the ratio of two Abelian
integrals is given. We find two criterion functions defined directly by the functions
which appear in the Abelian integrals. The monotonicities of the criterion functions
imply the monotonicity of the ratio of the Abelian integrals. By using this criterion,
several known results can be deduced easier, and some new results are obtained.
 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. Introduction
The weakened 16th Hilbert problem proposed by Arnold [1] is to find
the lowest upper bound of the number of isolated zeros of the integral
I(h)=|
1h
P(x, y) dx+Q(x, y) dy, (1)
where 1h is the compact component of H(x, y)=h, and P, Q and H are
polynomials of degree n, n and n+1 respectively. This problem is related
to the estimation of the number of limit cycles of a perturbed Hamiltonian
system on the plane.
If the planar polynomial vector field is not Hamiltonian, but is
integrable, then the estimation of the number of limit cycles in the
perturbed system often leads also to the investigation of Abelian integrals
(1), but with non-polynomials P, Q and H. We call this case as the second
version of weakened 16th Hilbert problem.
The functions P and Q in (1) correspond to perturbations of the
Hamiltonian system with Hamiltonian H. We often consider P and Q
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varying in some specific function space. By rescalings the Abelian integral
(1) may be deduced into the form
:
m
k=1
ak Ik(h),
where a1 , a2 , ..., am are constants,
Ik(h)=|
1h
fk(x) g( y) dx, k=1, 2, ..., m,
and I1(h), I2(h), ..., Im(h) are linearly independent. We call this a codimen-
sion m case.
If one of [Ik(h) | k=1, 2, ..., m], say, I1(h) is non-vanishing, we let
u(h)=
I2(h)
I1(h)
, v(h)=
I3(h)
I1(h)
.
Then the monotonicity of the ratio u(h) implies the uniqueness of zeros of
I(h) in codimension 2 case. If one of u(h) and v(h), for instance u(h), is
monotonic, then the number of zeros of I(h) in codimension 3 case is equal
to the number of intersection points of the straight line [(u, v) | v=
a1+a2u] and the curve [(u, v) | v=&a3v(h(u))] on uv-plane, where
h=h(u) is the inverse function of u=u(h). Therefore, the monotonicity of
the ratio of two Abelian integrals is important for determining the number
of zeros of I(h) in both versions of the weakened 16th Hilbert problem.
There are several methods to study the monotonicity of the ratio u(h),
we list three of them here:
(1) using PicardFuchs equations, see [2, 3] for example, here P, Q,
H must be polynomials of x and y;
(2) using Green formula, it appears first in [4], and is developed in
[5];
(3) direct estimation of integral I$2(h) I1(h)&I$1(h) I2(h) by using
some techniques in [6] and [7].
Each of the above methods is applicable to some special cases, and one
has to repeat the whole procedure of calculations every time for each
individual problem. The purpose of this paper is to give a new method
which is more direct, efficient for wider problems, and convenient to use.
In Section 2 we will give two criterion functions !(x) and '( y), defined
directly by the functions fk(x)(k=1, 2), g( y), and H(x, y). The
monotonicities of !(x) and '( y) imply the monotonicity of u(h) or v(h). In
the proof of Theorem 1 we borrow some techniques from [6] and [7].
408 li and zhang
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In order to show how to use this criterion, we will give shorten proofs for
several known results, and study some new problems in Section 3. For
further applications of this new method, see [8] and [9].
We remark here that our method requires the function H(x, y) having
the form
H(x, y)=8(x)+9( y), (A)
or
H(x, y)=8(x)+,(x) y2. (B)
In many problems the function H can be transformed into the forms (A)
or (B). Nevertheless, in some cases, especially related to the second version
of weakened Hilbert problem, we need to consider a form which is more
general than (B), namely
H(x, y)=8(x)+,(x) 9( y). (C)
We have to leave this case as a further investigation due to some technical
difficulties.
2. The Criterion
Consider first
H(x, y)=8(x)+9( y), (2)
where 8 # C2[:, A], 9 # C 2[;, B]. Denote by 1h the compact component
of level curve: [(x, y) | H(x, y)=h, h1<h<h2].
Assume that there exist a # (:, A) and b # (;, B), such that the following
hypothesis is satisfied:
(H1) (i) 8$(x)(x&a)>0 (or <0) for x # (:, A)"[a],
(ii) 9$( y)( y&b)>0 (or <0) for y # (;, B)"[b].
Related to (2), we consider the Hamiltonian system
dx
dt
=9$( y),
(3)
dy
dt
=&8$(x).
409determining monotonicity
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Then for each h # (h1, h2), 1h is a closed orbit of (3), where ::(h)x
A(h)A, ;;(h)yB(h)B. By (H1), the points (:(h), b) and
(A(h), b) are the most left and the most right points of 1h , and the points
(a, ;(h)) and (a, B(h)) are the lowest and the highest points of 1h (See
Fig. 1.)
It is easy to see from the form (2) and hypothesis (H1) that for
x # (:(h), a), there exists one to one mapping x [ x~ # (a, A(h)), such that
8(x)=8(x~ ); and for y # (;(h), b), there exists one to one mapping
y [ y~ # (b, B(h)), such that 9( y)=9(y~ ). If we denote the two branches of
1h by y=y(x) and y=y~ (x), then the following lemma is straightforward.
Lemma 1. Suppose that the function H has the form (2), and the condi-
tion (H1) is satisfied. Then
(1) y(x)=y(x~ ) and y~ (x)=y~ (x~ ) for x # (:(h), a),
(2) (dx~ dx)=(8$(x)8$(x~ ))<0 and (dy~ dy)=(9$( y)9$(y~ ))<0,
where x<a<x~ , y<b<y~ .
Now we consider the ratio of two Abelian integrals
u(h)=
I2(h)
I1(h)
, (4)
where
Ik(h)=|
1h
fk(x) g( y) dx,
and
fk(x) # C 1(:, A), k=1, 2, g( y) # C 2(;, B).
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For each h # (h1, h2), we define two functions:
!(x)=
f2(x) 8$(x~ )&f2(x~ ) 8$(x)
f1(x) 8$(x~ )&f1(x~ ) 8$(x)
, (5)
and
'( y)=
( g(y~ )&g( y)) 9$(y~ ) 9$( y)
g$(y~ ) 9$( y)&g$( y) 9$(y~ )
, (6)
where x # (:(h), a) and y # (;(h), b); x~ =x~ (x) and y~ =y~ ( y) are defined as
above. In order to guarantee that the denominators of !(x) and '( y) are
different from zeros, we need two more hypotheses:
(H2) f1(x) f1(x~ )>0 for x # (:, a);
(H3) g$( y) g$(y~ )>0 for y # (;, b).
Remark. The hypothesis (H2) implies I1(h){0. If f2(x) f2(x~ )>0 for
x # (:, a), we can consider the ratio I1(h)I2(h) instead of u(h) in the same
way.
Theorem 1. Assume that H(x, y) has the form (2), and the hypotheses
(H1), (H2) and (H3) are satisfied, where h1<h<h2 , then for x # (:, a) and
y # (;, b)
(1) !$(x) '$( y)>0 implies u$(h)>0;
(2) !$(x) '$( y)<0 implies u$(h)<0.
Proof. We know from the definition (4) that the sign of u$(h) is the
same as the sign of I$2(h) I1(h)&I$1(h) I2(h). By using the properties of
Hamiltonian function (2) we have
I$2(h) I1(h)&I$1(h) I2(h)
=|
A(h)
:(h)
f2(x) \ g$( y~ (x))9$( y~ (x))&
g$( y(x))
9$( y(x))+ dx
} |
A(h)
:(h)
f1(x)( g( y~ (x))& g( y(x))) dx
&|
A(h)
:(h)
f1(x) \ g$( y~ (x))9$( y~ (x))&
g$( y(x))
9$( y(x))+ dx
} |
A(h)
:(h)
f2(x)( g( y~ (x))& g( y(x))) dx
=
1
2 |
A(h)
:(h)
|
A(h)
:(h)
[F(x1 , x2)+F(x2 , x1)] dx1 dx2 , (7)
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where y= y(x) and y= y~ (x) are the two branches of 1h , and
F(x1 , x2)=( g( y~ (x2)& g( y(x2))) \ g$( y~ (x1))9$( y~ (x1))&
g$( y(x1))
9$( y(x1))+
_( f2(x1) f1(x2)& f2(x2) f1(x1)).
For simplicity, we denote
yi= y(xi), y~ i= y~ (xi), i=1, 2,
then
F(x1 , x2)+F(x2 , x1)=G( y1 , y~ 1 , y2 , y~ 2) } J(x1 , x2), (8)
where
J(x1 , x2)= f2(x1) f1(x2)& f2(x2) f1(x1), (9)
and
G( y1 , y~ 1 , y2 , y~ 2)
=( g( y~ 2)& g( y2))
g$( y~ 1) 9$( y1)& g$( y1) 9$( y~ 1)
9$( y~ 1) 9$( y1)
&( g( y~ 1)& g( y1))
g$( y~ 2) 9$( y2)& g$( y2) 9$( y~ 2)
9$( y~ 2) 9$( y2)
=
( g$( y~ 1) 9$( y1)& g$( y1) 9$( y~ 1))( g$( y~ 2) 9$( y2)& g$( y2) 9$( y~ 2))
9$( y1) 9$( y~ 1) 9$( y2) 9$( y~ 2)
} ('( y2)&'( y1)), (10)
where '( y) is defined in (6).
Now we reduce the integral (7) on [:(h), A(h)]_[:(h), A(h)] to an
integral on [:(h), a]_[:(h), a] by the transformation x~ =x~ (x),
x # [:(h), a]:
|
A(h)
:(h)
|
A(h)
:(h)
G( y1 , y~ 1 , y2 , y~ 2) J(x1 , x2) dx1 dx2
=|
a
:(h)
|
a
:(h)
K(x1 , x2) dx1 dx2 , (11)
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where
K(x1 , x2)=G( y(x1), y~ (x1), y(x2), y~ (x2)) J(x1 , x2)
+G( y(x~ 1), y~ (x~ 1), y(x~ 2), y~ (x~ 2)) J(x~ 1 , x~ 2)
dx~ 1
dx1
dx~ 2
dx2
&G( y(x~ 1), y~ (x~ 1), y(x2), y~ (x2)) J(x~ 1 , x2)
dx~ 1
dx1
&G( y(x1), y~ (x1), y(x~ 2), y~ (x~ 2)) J(x1 , x~ 2)
dx~ 2
dx2
.
By Lemma 1(1), y(xi)= y(x~ i), y~ (xi)= y~ (x~ i), i=1, 2. Hence
K(x1 , x2)=G( y1 , y~ 1 , y2 , y~ 2) L(x1 , x2), (12)
where yi= y(xi), y~ i= y~ (xi), i=1, 2, and
L(x1 , x2)=J(x1 , x2)+J(x~ 1 , x~ 2)
dx~ 1
dx1
dx~ 2
dx2
&J(x~ 1 , x2)
dx~ 1
dx1
&J(x1 , x~ 2)
dx~ 2
dx2
. (13)
Substituting (9) into (13), we have
L(x1 , x2)=\ f2(x1)& f2(x~ 1) dx~ 1dx1+\ f1(x2)& f1(x~ 2)
dx~ 2
dx2+
&\ f1(x1)& f1(x~ 1) dx~ 1dx1+\ f2(x2)& f2(x~ 2)
dx~ 2
dx2+
=\ f1(xx1)& f1(x~ 1) dx~ 1dx1+ } \ f1(x2)& f1(x~ 2)
dx~ 2
dx2+ (!(x1)&!(x2)),
(14)
where
!(x)=
f2(x)& f2(x~ )
dx~
dx
f1(x)& f1(x~ )
dx~
dx
.
By Lemma 1(2), !(x) has the form as defined in (5).
413determining monotonicity
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By using (H3) and Lemma 1(2), from (10) we know that
G( y1 , y~ 1 , y2 , y~ 2) has the same sign as '( y2)&'( y1). By using (H2) and
Lemma 1(2), from (14) we know that L(x1 , x2) has the same sign as
!(x1)&!(x2). On the other hand, for :(h)<x1 , x2<a, we have
( y2&y1)(x2&x1)<0, where yi=y(xi), i=1, 2, ;(h)<y1, y2<b. Hence
K(x1 , x2) has the same sign as !$(x) '$( y), if !$(x), '$( y) have fixed signs for
:(h)<x<a and ;(h)<y<b. By using (7), (8), (11), (12), the desired con-
clusion follows. K
Note that
dx~
dx
=
8$(x)
8$(x~ )
,
dy~
dy
=
9$( y)
9$( y~ )
,
then the direct calculations show that !$(x) has the same sign as
8$(x~ )[M(x~ , x)+M(x, x~ )], where
M(x~ , x)=[8$(x~ )]2 } [8$(x~ )[ f $2(x) f1(x)& f $1(x) f2(x)]
+8"(x)[ f2(x) f1(x~ )& f1(x) f2(x~ )]
+8$(x)[ f2(x~ ) f $1(x)& f $2(x) f1(x~ )]]; (15)
and '$( y) has the same sign as 9$( y~ )[N( y~ , y)+N( y, y~ )], where
N( y~ , y)=[9$( y~ )]2 [9$( y~ )( g( y~ )& g( y)) } [ g"( y) 9$( y)&9"( y) g$( y)]
& g$( y) 9$( y)[ g$( y~ ) 9$( y)& g$( y) 9$( y~ )]]. (16)
Since 8$(x~ ) 9$(y~ )>0, (a<x~ <A(h), b<y~ <B(h)), we have the follow-
ing corollaries.
Corollary 1. Assume the same hypotheses as in Theorem 1. If
(M(x~ , x)+M(x, x~ )) } (N( y~ , y)+N( y, y~ ))>0 (<0) for :<x<a, ;<y<b,
then u$(h)>0 (<0) for h1<h<h2, where M(x~ , x) and N(y~ , y) are defined
respectively in (15) and (16), x~ =x~ (x) and y~ =y~ ( y) are defined as above.
We note that if g( y)=y, 9"( y)>0 (in particular, 9( y)=y2), then the
hypothesis (H3) is automatically satisfied, and N(y~ , y)<0, N( y, y~ )<0.
Hence we have
Corollary 2. Suppose that H(x, y) has the form (2). If
g( y)=y, 9"( y)>0, and (H1)(i) and (H2) are satisfied, then !$(x) (or
(M(x~ , x)+M(x, x~ )))>0 (<0) implies u$(h)<0 (>0).
In some problems, the Hamiltonian function has the form
H(x, y)=,(x) y2+8(x), (17)
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where ,, 8 # C1, and ,(x) has fixed sign. Without loss of generality, we
may assume ,(x)>0. Consider
w(h)=|
1h
f2(x) y dx<|1h f1(x) y dx, (18)
(i.e. g( y)=y), where 1h is the compact component of H(x, y)=h, f1(x)
and f2(x) are continuous. If 8(x) satisfies the hypothesis (H1), and f1(x)
satisfies (H2), then we can define x~ =x~ (x) by 8(x)=8(x~ ) for xax~ ,
and let
`(x)=
f2(x) - ,(x~ ) 8$(x~ )&f2(x~ ) - ,(x) 8$(x)
f1(x) - ,(x~ ) 8$(x~ )&f1(x~ ) - ,(x) 8$(x)
. (19)
Repeating the same techniques as in the proof of Theorem 1, and using
- ,(x) y(x) instead y(x) in Lemma 1 (1), we obtain
Theorem 2. Suppose that H(x, y) has the form (17), and the hypotheses
(H1)(i) and (H2) are satisfied, then the increasing (decreasing) of `(x) for
:<x<a implies the decreasing (increasing) of w(h) for h1<h<h2.
3. Applications
Example 1. BogdanovTakens system. (See Bogdanov [10], Takens
[11], Sanders and Cushman [2]). Consider
H(x, y)=
y2
2
+x&
x3
3
,
and study the monotonicity of
u(h)=&|
1h
xy dx<|1h y dx.
It is easy to see that x and x~ =x~ (x), defined as above, satisfy x<&1<
x~ <1 (see Fig. 2).
Since g( y)=y, 9( y)=y22, 8(x)=x&x33, f1(x)=1, f2(x)= &x, and
8$(x)(1+x)>0 for x{&1, x<1, the hypotheses (H1) and (H2) are
satisfied.
By (5),
!(x)=
&x(1&x~ 2)+x~ (1&x2)
(1&x~ 2)&(1&x2)
= &
1+xx~
x+x~
.
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Figure 2
Since dx~ dx<0 (Lemma 1(2)), we have that
!$(x)=
1
(x+x~ )2 _(1&x~ 2)+(1&x2)
dx~
dx&>0, for x< &1<x~ <1.
By Corollary 2, u$(h)<0 for h # (&23 ,
2
3).
Example 2. (See Zoladek [12], Carr et al. [13], Chow et al. [4]).
Consider
H(x, y)=
B
2
xq+1 \y2+'&' x
2
B+1+ ,
where q=2B&1, B and ' are constants satisfying: (a) '=&1, B>0 , or
(b) '=1, B<0. We only consider the case (a), case (b) can be treated in
the same way.
w(h)=|
1h
xq+2y dx<|1h xqy dx.
Thus, ,(x)=xq+1, 8(x)=xq+1(x2(B+1)&1), f1(x)=xq, f2(x)=xq+2,
and 0<x<1<x~ . (See Fig. 3.)
By (19),
`(x)=
xq+2x~ (q+1)2x~ q(x~ 2&1)&x~ q+2x(q+1)2xq } (x2&1)
xqx~ (q+1)2x~ q(x~ 2&1)&x~ qx (q+1)2xq(x2&1)
=
x2x~ (q+1)2(x~ 2&1)&x~ 2x(q+1)2(x2&1)
x~ (q+1)2(x~ 2&1)&x(q+1)2(x2&1)
.
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The calculation shows that `$(x) has the same sign as
(x~ 2&1) x~ 1B _2x(x~ 2&1)(x~ 1B&x1B)+ 1B x1B&1(x2&x~ 2)(x2&1)&
+(x2&1) x1B
dx~
dx
__2x~ (x2&1)(x1B&x~ 1B)+ 1B x~ 1B&1(x~ 2&x2)(x~ 2&1)& ,
which is positive for 0<x<1<x~ (note that dx~ dx<0). Hence, by
Theorem 2, w$(h)<0.
Example 3 (See Drachman et al. [14].)
H=xy2&
x
4
+
x3
3
,
w(h)=|
1h
xy dx<|1h y dx.
(See Fig. 4.)
We consider the case 0<x< 12<x~ . Similarly to Example 2, we have
`(x)=
x - x~ (x~ 2& 14)&x~ - x (x2& 14)
- x~ (x~ 2& 14)&- x (x2& 14)
.
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Note that dx~ dx=((x2& 14)(x~
2& 14)), we have
`$(x)=
/(x)
[- x~ (x~ 2& 14)&- x (x2& 14)]2 (x~ 2& 14)
,
where
/(x)=_- x~ \x~ 2&14+&- x \x2&
1
4+& } _- x~ \x~ 2&
1
4+
2
&- x \x2&14+
2
&
+
5
2
- xx~ (x~ &x) _\x~ & 120x~ +\x2&
1
4+
2
&\x& 120x+\x~ 2&
1
4+
2
& .
From 8(x)=8(x~ ), where 8(x)=(x33)&(x4), we obtain
x~ 2+xx~ +x2= 34 . (20)
It is easy to see that x+x~ has unique maximum at x=x~ = 12 , hence xx~ =
(x~ +x)2& 34<
1
4 for x<
1
2<x~ . This implies (x~
2& 14)&(
1
4&x
2)=x2+x~ 2&
1
2=
1
4&xx~ >0. Thus, - x~ (x~ 2& 14)2&- x (x2& 14)2>- x[(x~ 2& 14)2&(x2& 14)2]
>0. Therefore, the first term of /(x) is positive. The second term of /(x)
has the same sign as x(x~ 2& 120)(x
2& 14)
2&x~ (x2& 120)(x~
2& 14)
2, which can be
rewritten as
*(x)=x(x~ 2& 14+
1
5)(x
2& 14)
2&x~ (x2& 14+
1
5)(x~
2& 14)
2
=(x~ 2& 14)(x
2& 14)[x(x
2& 14)&x~ (x~
2& 14)]+
1
5 [x(x
2& 14)
2&x~ (x~ 2& 14)
2]
=(x~ &x)[[x2x~ 2& 14 (x
2+x~ 2)+ 116][
1
4&(x
2+x~ 2+xx~ )]
& 15 [(x
2+x~ 2)2+xx~ (x2+x~ 2)&x2x~ 2& 12(x
2+x~ 2+xx~ )+ 116]].
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Figure 5
From (20) we know that
x2+x~ 2= 34&;, xx~ =;.
Substituting the above equalities into the last expression of *(x), it is easy
to obtain that
*(x)= 110 (x~ &x)(
1
4&;)(3;+
1
2)>0,
since x<x~ and 0<;< 14 for 0<x<
1
2 .
Therefore, we have always `$(x)>0 for 0<x< 12 , and hence w$(h)<0 by
using Theorem 2.
Example 4. (The generalization of BogdanovTakens case). Consider
H(x, y)=
y2
2
+x2&
1
3
x3.
Then
uk(h)=|
1h
xky dx<|1h y dx, h # (0, 43)
is monotonic for all integers k1. (See Fig. 5.)
In fact the hypotheses (H1) and (H2) are satisfied as shown in Example 1.
In this case we have that g( y)=y, 9"( y)>0. By Corollary 2 and the for-
mula (15), in order to prove the monotonicity of uk(h) it is sufficient to
prove
(x~ k&xk)[8"(x~ ) 8$2(x)&8"(x) 8$2(x~ )]
+k(8$(x~ )&8$(x))[xk&18$2(x~ )&x~ k&18$2(x)]<0, (21)
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where 8(x)=x2& 13x
3. The conclusion is directly implied from the follow-
ing lemma.
Lemma 2. If (x, y), (x~ , y) # 1h , 0<h< 43 , x~ =x~ (x) is defined as before,
then for x<0<x~ we have that
(i) x~ +x>0;
(ii) &8$(x)>8$(x~ )>0;
(iii) 8"(x~ ) 8$2(x)&8"(x) 8$2(x~ )<0.
Proof. Denote
x+x~ =: and xx~ =;,
where x<0<x~ <2. Then
:<2 and ;<0.
We first prove :>0 which implies the conclusion (i). From 8(x)=8(x~ )
we obtain
(x~ &x)[(x~ +x)& 13 (x~
2+xx~ +x2)]=0,
this implies := 13(:
2&;)>0, and hence we have
;=:2&3: and 0<:<2. (22)
To prove (ii), it suffices to prove
2(x~ +x)&(x~ 2+x2)=2:&(:2&2;)=:(:&4)<0,
this is true because of (22). Finally, it is easy to obtain that
8"(x~ ) 8$2(x)&8"(x) 8$2(x~ )=2(x&x~ ) J(x, x~ ),
where
J(x, x~ )=4(x+x~ )&4(x2+xx~ +x~ 2)+(x+x~ )(x2+x~ 2)
+xx~ [&4+4(x+x~ )&(x2+xx~ +x~ 2)]
=4:&4(:2&;)+:(:2&2;)+;[&4+4:&(:2&;)]
=4:&4:2+:3+;(;+2:&:2).
By using (22) again we have
J(x, x~ )=:(4&:)>0.
Hence the conclusion (iii) is proved. K
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Example 5. Consider
H(x, y)=
y2
2
+ax2+bx3+cx4,
where a>0, b, c<0.
We will show that the ratio
uk(h)=|
1h
xky dx<|1h y dx, h # (0, h1)
is monotonic for all integers k1, where 1h is the compact component of
H(x, y)=h, h # (0, h1), h1=x21 (a+bx1+cx
2
1)=
1
4x
3
1 (&2b&4cx1)>0, x1 is
the positive root of the equation
x(2a+3bx+4cx2)=0.
Similarly to Example 4, we only need to prove Lemma 2 for 8(x)=
ax2+bx3+cx4, and x<0<x~ <x1 .
It is obvious that
8$(x~ )=x~ (2a+3bx~ +4cx~ 2)>0 for 0<x~ <x1 . (23)
(See Fig. 6.)
From 8(x)=8(x~ ) we have
(x+x~ )[a+b(x+x~ )+c(x2+x~ 2)]=bxx~ , (24)
since a>0 and b<0, we get x+x~ >0 for 0<|x|, x~ <<1. If the conclusion
(i) of Lemma 2 is not true, then there exist x<0<x~ such that x+x~ =0
but xx~ {0, which contradicts to (24), so the conclusion (i) is proved.
Figure 6
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Let
x+x~ =: and xx~ =;,
then (24) is equivalent to
;=
a+b:+c:2
b+2c:
} :, :>0. (25)
To find the maximum value of :, we consider
:$x=1+
dx~
dx
=1+
8$(x)
8$(x~ )
=0,
which is equivalent to
8$(x)+8$(x~ )=0. (26)
By using the relationships
x~ 2+x2=:2&2;,
x~ 3+x3=:3&3:;,
x~ 4+x4=:4&4:2;+2;2,
as well as (25), we have
8$(x)+8$(x~ )=2a(x+x~ )+3b(x2+x~ 2)+4c(x3+x~ 3)
= &:(4a+3b:+2c:2). (27)
Therefore, we obtain 0<:<: V for 0<h<h1, where :* is the unique
positive root of the equation 4a+3b:+2c:2=0, and
4a+3b:+2c:2>0, for 0<:<:*. (28)
Hence, (23), (27), and (28) imply the conclusion (ii) of Lemma 2.
Similarly, we obtain
8"(x~ ) 8$2(x)&8"(x) 8$2(x~ )
=2(x&x~ )[[4a3(x+x~ )+12a2b(x2+xx~ +x~ 2)
+a(9b2+16ac)(x+x~ )(x2+x~ 2)
+24abc(x4+x3x~ +x2x~ 2+xx~ 3+x~ 4)
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+16ac2(x3+x~ 3)(x2+xx~ +x~ 2)]
+xx~ [12a2b+36ab2(x+x~ )+(27b3+48abc)(x2+xx~ +x~ 2)+72b2c
} (x3+x2x~ +xx~ 2+x~ 3)+48bc2(x4+x3x~ +x2x~ 2+xx~ 3+x~ 4)]
+(xx~ )2 [72abc+(96ac2+54b2c)(x+x~ )+144b2c(x2+xx~ +x~ 2)
+96c3(x3+x2x~ +xx~ 2+x~ 3)]]
=2(x&x~ ) :(4a+3b:+2c:2)[a2b2+2abc:(4a+3b:+2c:2)
+(3b3c&8abc2):3+(3b2c2&8ac3):4](b+2c:)2,
which is negative since a>0, b, c<0, :>0, and by (28). Thus, the conclu-
sion (iii) of Lemma 2 for 8(x)=ax2+bx3+cx4 is also true. The last
calculation can be done by the computer program ``Mathematica''.
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